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doxically, the fact that France and Britain were allied to opposite
parties induced a sort of collaboration, since the entanglement of
either in the war would have dragged in the other on the opposite
side. The most dangerous crisis was in October 1904, when the
Russian Baltic fleet, steaming past the Dogger Bank on its way
to the Far East, fired by night on a Hull trawling fleet, which it
mistook for torpedo boats, killing or wounding nearly a score of
British fishermen. British opinion was hotly inflamed. But
Russia's amends were prompt and disarmingly complete—she
apologized, paid compensation, and submitted to a Hague
inquiry; and this was attributed partly to the good offices of
France.
The third influence was the diplomatic action of Germany.
When the Anglo-French Treaty was first announced, her chan-
cellor, Billow, commented on it (12 April 1904) in friendly
terms; and in June, when King Edward visited the Kaiser at
Kiel, the latter said that Morocco did not interest him and never
had.1 But nine months later came a swift reversal. On 31 March
1905 William II paid a personal visit to Tangier, and in flam-
boyant speeches proclaimed that the Sultan was "absolutely
free9, that all Powers must be 'considered to have equal rights*
under his sovereignty, that Germany had 'great and growing
interests in Morocco', and that his own visit was to show his
resolve to do all in his power to safeguard them. This was a direct
military challenge to the infant Entente. Whether it held or
yielded its ground, could its solidarity survive the test?
What had happened in the interval? A long series of Japanese
victories had temporarily disabled France's Russian ally, and
the Tsar was falling much under the Kaiser's influence. Ger-
many had learnt about the secret articles; she had also observed
France sending a mission to the Sultan with a programme of
reforms, which might well be meant as a first step in 'Tunisifica-
tion'. She resented that the French should rush so big a claim
without consulting and 'compensating* her as, in fact, they had
already compensated three other Powers—Great Britain and
Spain (in the manner shown above) and Italy (by secretly
recognizing her claims to Tripoli). Yet Germany was not, after
all, a Mediterranean Power, and her trade interests in Morocco
were trifling. Though by them she justified her interference,
they could scarcely have motived it. Morocco's real value to
1 Eckardstein, Lebenserinnertmgen, iii (1921), 88.
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